For Immediate Release

Quantum Hi Tech Launches QHM 7307 Chocolate Mini Keyboard
-

Built with 78 unique square shaped, flat keys resembles a chocolate bar
Reduces typing error, designed for comfortable working

Mumbai 17thJune, 2015: QHMPL, India’s leading frontrunner in consumer electronics
& high-quality IT peripherals, under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech’ with its unfailing
commitment to highest standards of quality at affordable prices, announces the
launch of QHM 7307 Chocolate Mini USB Keyboard, distinctly designed to reduce
muscle strain and make users feel more at home while working.
The newly launched peripheral is ultra-portable and is aided with 78 chocolate keys
that are ergonomically designed to reduce typing stress, arm muscle strain and typing
errors. It is also built with 10 multimedia hot keys that let you enjoy the convenience
of controlling all your machine's multi-media functions with ease and
accessibility.Adding more to it, the QHM 7307 is built to last with its long 10 million
key press lifecycle and also sport a laser print keys that do not fade off easily for
further durability. To top it off, the QHM 7307 is also built with a sealed membrane
sheet which is water resistant, thus preventing it from any sort of damage due to
accidental spills.
This peripheral is also crafted with a noiseless design that ensures an undisturbed
working environment and is built with a key pressure of 55g, to effectively release
muscle strain, so that working for longer hours can be easier. Its low travel distance
reduces finger fatigue compared to traditional travel distance keyboards and itsslim
size takes up little space on the desktop making it an aesthetically better match to
your LCD screen
Aggressively priced at Rs. 325/- the keyboard is compatible with windows 98, 2000,
ME, NT, XP, Vista, Linux, Window 7MS, Windows 98SE, Me, 2000, Windows® XP,
Windows Vista® or Windows® 7 or Windows® 8.
Tagged with a 1 year warranty, the QHM 7307 is available across leading ecommerce
portals and retail stores.

About Quantum:
Established in the year 2002, Headquartered at New Delhi, Quantum Hi-Tech today is
the frontrunner in consumer electronics, security solutions & high-quality IT
peripherals, under the brand ‘Quantum Hi-Tech QHMPL’ with its unfailing
commitment to highest standards of quality at most affordable prices.
The company has state of the art centre for Research and Development in India
focused on quality innovation with latest global standards. In short span of time
Quantum has proven to be one of the most sought after brands in terms of ‘quality’ as
well as ‘affordability’.
A pioneer in Technology, Quantum has a pan India presence through its wide network
comprising of 200 distributors, 20,000-plus resellers and 25 service touch points which
coexist as the strongest pillars that strengthen Quantum Hi-Tech’s foothold as a
player.
To Know More: www.qhmpl.com I www.facebook.com/quantumhitech I
twitter.com/quantumhitech
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